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Bodhi, the Shiba Inu behind the beloved blog Menswear Dog, is here to show you how to dress like
a man. Organized seasonally, The New Classics highlights the timeless, canâ€™t-go-wrong items
every man needs in his wardrobeâ€”from a chambray shirt to a perfectly fitted peacoat (all modeled
by Bodhi, of course)â€”and shows how to mix and match them all year long. Whatever your style
dilemma, dogâ€™s got your back! Readers will learn what to wear to a summer wedding, when to
splurge (on the perfect white dress shirt) and when to save (snag your military field jacket at a thrift
store), the secrets to getting the right fit, the brands that stand the test of time, the basics of clothing
care, and more.
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I purchased this book at Barnes and Noble today and I have to say Bravo! This book combines
humor, cute, and fashion advice in just the right amounts. Using their adorable Shiba Inu as a
model, the writers of this book give out fantastic outfit choices, fitting tips, handling advice, seasonal
advice, event advice, and much more. Up until I saw this masterpiece in the store I had no idea it
existed but I am extremely happy that I wandered over to the fashion section and noticed it.Sharp
pictures, fantastic advice and outfits, extremely well made.10/10

Gentlemen, would you rather observe fashion insight and styles on someone/a model like say,
Jared Leto (so damaged!), or a Shiba Inu? For me, the answer is always doge. This is a fantastic

book with lots of timeless classics, advice, and whimsy. Also makes for a fantastic coffee table
book. Very recommend!

This is a fantastic book--would make a wonderful gift for any guy. It's not just pictures of Menswear
Dog (although those are beyond excellent); it's also a slim guide on certain men's wardrobe staples
and ideas on how to mix them; which shoes, jackets, accessories will go, sort of thing; suggestions
on attire for any number of situations/attitudes/events. Menswear Dog illustrates the combos in his
inimitable style. I tell you, everyone in my office is getting this for Christmas. Kinda wish they had a
Womenswear Dog; but I suspect there's nothing quite as depressing as having a Shiba Inu silently
highlight the fact that you may have slid just so slightly into frumpiness over the years. Still, men
never worry about those things, but when they're done upgrading their threads, Menswear Dog will
remain a classic.

I got this book as a gift for my wife and she loved looking at the photos but not as much as cuddling
up next to her own Shiba Inu, a female, about whom she tells everyone is the prettiest pooch in the
world.

It's the most amazing book I've ever purchased. The dog is my favorite thing. I really like the fashion
tips as well. The book offers a lot of fashion advice, ideas for what clothes to get (e.g. kinds of shirts
to wear during the summer, what fabrics to wear in spring, etc), and even tells you how to take care
of your newfound purchases! Brilliant, and worth more than you pay for!

Fantastic photos and fashion tips. I came to this book looking for cute pictures of a Shiba Inu, but I
stayed for the fashion advice. The dog wears all the clothing like a true professional and I could see
myself looking sharp in clothes just like that. I found everything from the 10 Menswear Dogma
commandments, to the tips on how to find the perfect fit both sensible and applicable to any fashion
environment. Overall a great coffee table book and something that I will reference in the future as I
fill out my wardrobe with the classics. While keeping the book generally brand free, I was also
delighted to find that the author lists all the clothing sources in the back.

I bought the book because I am a fan of Menswear and he always looks fantastic! It was a gift for
my nephew who is completing his PhD. The fashion tips are very classic and easy to follow for
building a new professional wardrobe.

Love it. As I am also a companion to a Shiba Inu, I found this book to be highly entertaining and love
the clothing :-). My Shiba and I are both female but love the clothing presentation and the handsome
Shiba model. Great job!!!!
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